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Please see the Voting Tally Chart after these minutes for individual members’ votes. 

Guests (Optional & Voluntary Sign-In):  Angelo Esposito, Rick Garcia, Robert Schneiderman, 

Angelica Suarez, Sheri Sterner, Erin Fitzgerald, and Michelle Grimes-Hillman. 

1. Preliminary Matters 

A. Call to Order:  President Gordon called the meeting to order at 11:30 A.M. 

 

B. Opportunity for Public Comments: None.  

 

C. Approval of the Minutes: Motion 1: Senator Kennedy moved to approve the October 3, 

2023, minutes; motion approved.  

D. For the Good of the Order:  

Curriculum Chair Pullman: The Guided Pathway Task Force wanted to keep the Senate 

apprised of key focal points in the submission of its annual plan this past June, which 

emphasized the college's work in the last academic year, including alignment of the 

program review process with Guided Pathways structure, hiring a director for Guided 

Pathways projects, and increas
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“Committees.” It is currently undergoing an update. The Task Force would like to add a 

new counselor as part of the voting membership. The Task Force thought the 

counselor’s expertise was needed in the decision-



 

 

B. Union/Bargaining Unit Report – CFE President Schneiderman:   

Pope Tech Accessibility Review: Clarified that faculty members are not required to use 

Canvas; it is optional, not mandatory, and faculty can use any app besides Canvs. CFE 

sent an email out to all faculty to let them know. Due to problems with the Pope Tech 

app and the accessibility review, some faculty will probably be removing items from 

Canvas, which is a shame, as it will affect all students. As to the Pope Tech Accessibility 

Review, there is no required training. If you are part-time faculty and you want to be 

compensated for training, CFE is negotiating for compensation. There are no evaluation 

implications and no discipline associated with the Pope Tech Accessibility Review. There 

is a requirement that classes are accessible to students, but CFE assumes that most 

faculty use the Canvas checker before they upload items into their Canvas shell.  

District Portal Sign In: Because the District portal now requires a Virtual Private Network 

(VPN) to get into the portal and obtain access to the MOUs and their contract, CFE will 

be talking to their attorney to see if this is legal½restricting data and restricting access to 

the contract to faculty. He has been trying to get the VPN for almost a month. It is 

completely absurd.  

Cyber Security Training: There was an email that went out that was a surprise to CFE. It 

was not mentioned to them that there would be cyber security-required training. He 

emailed HR saying that is was a complete shock. CFE is going to talk to their lawyer to 

see if they can file charges for unilateral changes of working conditions. Overall, it just 

seems like management is not getting the message: they are not consulting with CFE 

and it seems like the only way they are going to finally understand they have to consult 

the union before doing these things is if it costs them money. He is very disappointed that 

this is being abused repeatedly.  

President Gordon: Added that it is the understanding that these directives are coming 

from the District, not Orange Coast College. Senator Kennedy: Stated that the issue of 

the Pope Tech Accessibility Check and app needs to be brought back to the Senate 

since the Senate never voted on it nor approved it. Faculty want to do accessibility 

checks well for all the students, but they cannot do that with Pope Tech. Regarding the 

District not consulting with the Union, she added that this has been happening for a long 

time and is glad to hear that CFE is a pursuing a grievance over this with PERB.   

 

C. Diversity, Equity, Inclusiveness and Accessibility (DEIA) Initiatives: Senator Cuellar:  

Reported that the DEIA Ad Hoc work group is working efficiently and collaboratively and 

in a good spirit. Cultural synergy is taking place within the committee. The committee is 

working on structure and the process of how to deliver this grant and disseminate it to 

the campus community. They are working on the coordination, creation, consultation, 

and evaluation of training and proposals that will come forth this academic year from 

the workgroup to the OCC faculty. Things are moving forward smoothly. Senator Drew: 

Added that the presentation to the Academic Senate on the DEIA Grant will be on 

Tuesday, October 24.  

 

 

D. District Board Policies and Administrative Procedures (BPAP) Committee Report- Marilyn  

Kennedy: Reported on the status and issues of the following District Policies: 

AP/BP 3310 Records Retention and Destruction: There are no changes in the BP. The AP is 

getting some clarifying language changes and updating. 

AP/BP 5200 Student Health Services: There are no change in the BP. The AP is being 

updated so that non-credit students may be eligible for Health Services 



 

 

AP/BP Student Code of Conduct: The definition of a student is being updated—as it was 

very unclear before in wording. As to AI and Chatbot, the BPAP Committee has asked 

the Senates to decide if they want the colleges or District to have language about AI.  

Right now, the academic integrity language in this policy covers it, but some colleges 

across the country are writing specific language to define AI-generated work, such as 

Yale, in particular with their admissions essays. GWC has a special task force working on 

AI, so OCC should communicate with them and see if we want to work with them or 

brainstorm our own ideas. This needs to be done as soon as we can. 

BP 3250 Institution Planning: Updated ACCJC standards are being added. 

AP 3903 Total Cost of Ownership: Updated language is being added. 

AP/BP 5030 Fees: References to ride sharing and carpooling as exemptions for some fees 

are being removed as no one has used these and there is no formal process to do so. 

AP/BP 3530 Weapons Prohibited on District Property: This is being updated as active duty 

police are required by law to carry but there are exceptions for carrying at schools if one 

is just a student. 

AP 7120C Faculty Hiring: Last May all three Senates were in agreement about the 

language changes. The new Coastline Senate President wants to review it and 

expressed concerns it was too much change for “one issue,” but I explained that it was 

for repeated issues. Due to responses from our college in some places about OCC being 

up to date on the EEO requirements and the other campuses not so, there will be follow-

up on this to see how this might affect the language in the hiring policy regarding EEO 

and faculty purview as that is paramount to the faculty on the committee and here at 

OCC. We need to talk about this next week in the Senate. 

President Gordon: Read the names of the committees yet to report to the Senate this academic 

year.  

4. Unfinished Business  

A. OCC Safety Plan-President Gordon:  

Reported that Chief Jim Rudy came to the Academic Senate last week and presented 

an overview of the OCC Safety Plan. The Senate sent the campus safety plan to all the 

members of the Senate with last week's agenda. Chief Rudy would like endorsement 

from the Senate on the OCC Safety Plan. 

Motion 3: Senator Ely moved to endorse the OCC Safety Plan; motion seconded; motion 

approved with three abstentions.  

5. New Business 

A. New ACCJC Standards Overview  and the Accreditation Coordinating Committee (ACC) 

– Co-Chair Accreditation Liaison Officer - Sheri Sterner:  

Reported that the other co-chair is Professor Anna Hanlon. Also on the ACC Committee 

is the president of the Academic Senate; two Senate representatives, Douglas Cole and 

Charles Otwell; and the Curriculum Chair. She highlighted that there is faculty 

representation on the ACC.  

Her goal at this meeting is to provide an overview of the new standards and processes 

for ACCJC. This semester we are kicking off the self-evaluation process. The focus is to 

address how it is different from what we all may have experienced in the past and then, 





 

 




